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Korean Bar Association Self Advocacy Note 

(Summarized)

This Self Advocacy Note is the starting point to protect your own rights. ○ 
Please check  out the contents while you are being interrogated or 
during break time.

1. This note is made Year_______ Month_______  Date______ :  You take this note □ 
while being interrogated  or during break from the interrogation, or after the □ 
interrogation

   Name :                      (signature)

<This box is blank for taking a note)
[If you have not written down all the things at the next page, then fill them 

in this box. Especially, please describe in detail if you were treated 

unlawfully or got insulted.]
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2. Basic Contents

3. Contents of Interrogation

4. About the process of interrogation

1) including prosecutor in-charge 

Date 
interrogated

Time Venue
Interrogation 

officer 1)
Phone number

Year...... 
Month..... 

Day.....

  From Hour..... 
Minutes.....
To Hour..... 
Minutes........

Contents of Interrogation Detailed contents

Suspected the name of the 
crime/case

Contents the interrogator mainly ask 
you about

(contents you were asked)

①
②
③

The evidence the interrogator 
showed you

Whether there is a material(s) that 
the interrogator demands you to 

present or not

Attitude of the interrogator/prosecutor 
toward you

(if there was insulting behavior, etc.)

During interrogation, 
did they

Your answer
During interrogation, did 

they
Your 

answer

handcuff or tie you 
with rope?

Yes No□ □
notify the right to remain silent 
(right to reject statements)?

Yes No□ □

record by the video 
recording system?

Yes No□ □
inform the right to have 
the assistance of counsel?

Yes No□ □

investigate something 
before completing a 
protocol?

Yes No□ □
reject your request for 
counsel's participation in 
interrogation?

Yes No□ □
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5. Your allegation and counteraction

○ This self advocacy note is a summarized version and a detailed self advocacy note 
can be downloaded from the homepage of the Korean Bar Association.  You can 
search for a lawyer on the Korean Bar Association website(koreanbar.or.kr) or 
from the ‘My Lawyer’ QR code on the front page.

Items Your confirmation

Your allegation Silence (refuse to □ make a statement) Deny □ □ 
Deny partly Confession□ 

Key contents of above 
allegation and its reason

Items you sumbitted Others①          ②          ③           ④ 

Were all the allegations 
completed at the protocol?

Yes No□ □

Did they read the protocol after 
the interrogation and revised 
it?

Yes No□ □

Appealing your difficulties 
of investigation and its 
result

Request □  presence of an 
acquaintance Request for □
interpreter

Request □  presence of a 
lawyer Others□

Others
(if you have something to 

ask to a lawyer)


